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Goal: Compare two groups (or time points) with respect to a
continuous outcome variable.
For sake of simplicity, such comparisons are often based on summary
measures (e.g. the expected value).
Example: Wages by sex. How do researchers analyze this?
I oﬃcial statistics: diﬀerence in mean (or median) wages
I conditional mean diﬀerence: use regression models to account for the
eﬀects of covariates
I counterfactual approach: decomposition of mean diﬀerence into a
part explained by diﬀerences in covariates and an unexplained part
(discrimination?) (Blinder 1973, Oaxaca 1973, etc.)
Analyses based on simple summary measures are often very
informative. However, they do not always tell the whole story.
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Therefore: Distributional analysis of group diﬀerences.
Some approaches:
I Semi-parametric generalization of the Oaxaca-decomposition to any
summary measure (e.g. quantiles, variance, etc.) using inverted
residual distributions (Juhn, Murphy, Pierce 1993; Blau and Kahn
1996a).
I Similar approach: Analysis of the change of group diﬀerences taking
changes in the “general” distribution into account (Juhn, Murphy,
Pierce 1991; Blau and Kahn 1992, 1996b, 1997).
I Analysis of distributions using quantile regression (Buchinsky 1998);
generalization of the Oaxaca-decomposition to quantiles (e.g.
Machado and Mata 2005); non-parametric Oaxaca-decomposition
using matching (˜ Nopo 2004).
I Analysis of diﬀerences in density functions; counterfactual analysis
using weights (DiNardo, Fortin, Lemieux 1996; Lemieux 2002).
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The relative distribution: yet another (non-parametric) approach to
visualize and analyze diﬀerences or changes in distributions.
Some important references: Morris, Bernhardt, Handcock (1994),
Bernhardt, Morris, Handcock (1995), Handcock and Morris (1998,
1999)
Basic idea: The values of group A are expressed as positions in the
distribution of group B ⇒ analysis of the distribution of these
“relative ranks”.
An appealing feature is that the results are independent from
monotone transformations of the outcome variable (e.g. wages
versus log wages).
Closely related to the approach by DiNardo, Fortin and Lemieux
(1996) who analyze diﬀerences in densities.
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Let Y0 be the outcome variable in the reference group and Y the
outcome variable the comparison group. The cumulative distribution
functions are F0(y) and F(y), respectively.
The “relative data” (“relative ranks”) are then deﬁned as
R = F0(Y), R ∈ [0,1]
(i.e. the distribution function of the reference group is applied to the
outcome variable of the comparison group).
The cumulative distribution function (CFD) of the relative data R is
G(r) = F(F−1
0 (r)), 0 ≤ r ≤ 1
(where F−1 denotes the inverse of F, i.e. the quantile function).
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, 0 ≤ r ≤ 1
where f () and f0() denote the density functions of Y and Y0.
The relative density is the ratio of the densities of the two groups
evaluated at the quantiles of the reference group.
It is a proper density (i.e. it integrates to 1).
R has a uniform distribution if there are no distributional diﬀerences
between the two groups.
























two fun normalden(x) , range(-3 3) ///
—— fun 1/2*normalden(x) + 1/2*normalden(x,-1,1/2), range(-3 3) ///
—— , xlab(-3(1)3) yti(”Density”) ti(”PDF Overlay”) ///
legend(order(1 ”f˙0” 2 ”f”) pos(2) ring(0) col(1)) name(a)
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two pci 0 0 1 1 , lsty(yxline) ///
—— fun (1/2*normal(invnormal(x)) ///
+ 1/2*normal((invnormal(x)+1)/0.5)) ///
, psty(p1) legend(off) xlabel(0(.1)1,grid) ///
ylabel(0(.1)1,grid) ti(”Relative CDF”) ///
xti(”F˙0”) yti(”F”) aspectratio(1)
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two fun (1/2*normalden(invnormal(x)) ///
+ 1/2*normalden(invnormal(x),-1,1/2)) ///
/ normalden(invnormal(x)) ///
, yline(1) ti(”Relative PDF”) ///
ylabel(0, add) yti(”Relative density”) xti(”r”) name(b)
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graph combine a b, xsize(7.5) iscale(1)
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Cancel out diﬀerences in location to isolate diﬀerences in the
distributional shape between the two groups.









overall = location × shape
where yr = F−1
0 (r), r ∈ [0,1].
FA(y) is the location adjusted density function. For example:
FA(y) = F0(y + ρ)
where
ρ = median(Y) − median(Y0)
(alternatively, use a multiplicative instead of an additive shift, use
the mean instead of the median).






















relative CDF : cdf
relative PDF : pdf kernel(kernel) bw(bandwidth) ci ...
relative histogram : hist[(#)]
decomposition : location shape ...
relative polarization : polarization
other options : vce(vcetype) graph options
Weights: fweight, aweight, or pweight
Required packages: kdens, moremata
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Relative data lie between zero and one. Usual kernel density
estimation suﬀers from boundary eﬀects (large downward bias at
boundaries due to truncation of the support of the data).
⇒ Solution: Use a boundary corrected density estimator
How to determine the amount of smoothing? Various bandwidth
selection approaches exists. Relative data also require some
adjustments to automatic bandwidth selectors (e.g. Cwik and
Mielniczuk 1993).
Statistical inference for the relative density? Variance estimation is
somewhat involved. Standard approximate formulas are not very
accurate in ﬁnite samples. Handcock and Janssen (2002) present
small sample approximations, but the ﬁrst derivative of g(r) is
required, which is unknown.
⇒ Solution: Use replication techniques (bootstrap, jackknife)





















˙reldist compute wage if year==2006, by(female) generate(r)
two kdensity r, range(0 1) —— kdens r, ll(0) ul(1) ///
—— kdens r, ll(0) ul(1) reflection —— kdens r, ll(0) ul(1) lc ///
legend(order(1 ”uncorrected” 2 ”renormalization” ///
3 ”reflection” 4 ”linear combination”))
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Data:
Swiss Labor Force Survey 1991 – 2006 (SLFS) by the Swiss Federal
Statistical Oﬃce
compare wages of men and women
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. use reldist, clear
(Excerpt from the Swiss Labor Force Survey (SLFS) 1991 - 2006)
. two kdens wage if year==2006 & female==0, bw(sj) ///
¿ —— kdens wage if year==2006 & female==1, bw(sj) ti(wages) name(a)
(bandwidth = 4.95821)
(bandwidth = 4.6569638)
. generate lnwage = ln(wage)
. two kdens lnwage if year==2006 & female==0, bw(sj) ///
¿ —— kdens lnwage if year==2006 & female==1, bw(sj) ti(log wages) name(b)
(bandwidth = .1316736)
(bandwidth = .15670923)
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. reldist wage if year==2006, by(female) bw(sj) ti(wages) name(a)
(reference group: female = 0; comparison group: female = 1)
(bandwidth = .066857015)
. reldist lnwage if year==2006, by(female) bw(sj) ti(log wages) name(b)
(reference group: female = 0; comparison group: female = 1)
(bandwidth = .066862669)
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log wages
⇒ same picture
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. reldist lnwage if year==2006, by(female) cdf ///
¿ xlabel(0(.1)1, grid) ylabel(0(.1)1)
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. reldist wage if year==2006, by(female) bw(sj) ti(Ref: males) name(a)
(reference group: female = 0; comparison group: female = 1)
(bandwidth = .066857015)
. reldist wage if year==2006, by(female) bw(sj) ti(Ref: females) swap name(b)
(reference group: female = 1; comparison group: female = 0)
(bandwidth = .066956191)
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. reldist wage if year==2006, by(female) bw(sj) ci ///
¿ ti(Asymptotic CI) name(a)
(reference group: female = 0; comparison group: female = 1)
(bandwidth = .066857015)
. reldist wage if year==2006, by(female) bw(sj) ci ///
¿ vce(bootstrap) ti(Bootrtap CI) name(b)
(reference group: female = 0; comparison group: female = 1)
(bandwidth = .066857015)
Bootstrap replications (50)
1 2 3 4 5
.................................................. 50
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. reldist wage if year==2006, by(female) bw(sj) hist
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. reldist wage if year==2006, by(female) bw(sj) hist ///
¿ olabel(10 25 30 35 40 45 50 60 75 100) ///
¿ oti(hourly wages)
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. reldist wage if year==2006, by(female) bw(sj) ci ///
¿ ti(overall) name(a)
(reference group: female = 0; comparison group: female = 1)
(bandwidth = .066857015)
. reldist wage if year==2006, by(female) bw(sj) ci ///
¿ location multiplicative ti(location) name(b)
(reference group: female = 0; comparison group: female = 1)
(bandwidth = .09701847)
. reldist wage if year==2006, by(female) bw(sj) ci ///
¿ shape multiplicative ti(shape) name(c)
(reference group: female = 0; comparison group: female = 1)
(bandwidth = .138007554)
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. reldist lnwage if year==2006, by(female) polarization ///
¿ vce(bootstrap)
(reference group: female = 0; comparison group: female = 1)
Bootstrap replications (50)
1 2 3 4 5
.................................................. 50
N Comparison = 4650
N Reference = 4683
Observed Bootstrap Normal-based
relative distribution Coef. Std. Err. [95% Conf. Interval]
median polarization .0166653 .0111991 -.0058402 .0391707
lower polarization .0797609 .0212695 .0370183 .1225036
upper polarization -.0464304 .0174306 -.0814585 -.0114023
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The relative distribution approach seems valuable for analyzing
distributional diﬀerences of a continuous outcome variable between
groups or time points.
A new user command called reldist provides these methods in
Stata (will be available from SSC in some time).
Some further issues:
Summary measures for the relative distribution. reldist supports
the MRP (median relative polarization). Other measures?
Accounting for the eﬀects of covariates/decomposition of
distributional diﬀerences: How can this be done? (e.g. matching or
reweighting; problem: how to isolate the contributions of the
individual variables)
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